MAY 2019

Crafton Heights Community Preschool
50 Stratmore St. Pittsburgh, PA 15205

Last Day of School
End of Year Celebration!
May 15 at 9:45am Join us for songs,
slide show of our great year
and PK graduation.
Followed by refreshments.

April was full of insects, bugs, butterflies and flowers.
We’ve enjoyed working in the flower shop, selling
flowers, playing in the dirt and studying bugs.
Just like a butterfly’s proboscis, we sipped nectar
using a long thin straw. We learned about the life
cycle changes of the butterfly. From caterpillar to
butterfly. We enjoyed being scientist learning about a
variety of insects. We were as strong as Ants and as
busy as Bees!

The PS group was busy finding worms that
matched the birds. They always enjoy the
over size cushions and the assortment of
books in the reading area. After reading the
duck story they loved playing the duck game
matching colors and shapes.
After learning about beetles and ants the PK
class was busy drawing bugs and using
watercolor paint to blow across their
papers. After reading In the Tall, Tall Grass
the PK group made bugs and used scissor
skills to cut grass

We made tasty bugs using an assortment of
fresh vegetables and fruit. The children used
apple slices, oranges and cucumbers for wings,
sweet yellow peppers for antenna, and carrots
for bodies. The PS class is drawing lines connecting bugs to their homes, counting & building caterpillars and painting black ants.
The PK class was tossing numbered ladybugs to
its corresponding number on the mat. Using
scooters the PK class followed the trail around
the obstacle course.

HOAGIE SALES
THANK YOU ! You made this year a success! Whether you sold hoagies
or gave a donation each month, we Thank you! Your willingness to support
our hoagie sale each month enables us to keep tuition affordable and
supplement our supplies. We also send a big Thank You to NORTH
SHORE DELI and the owners Katie & Karl Mattern for providing top quality
hoagies that keep us ordering more each month!

